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This case study intends to look at the various aspects of
a typical organisation change. It uas found that the change may
be initiated by various internal and external factors. These
factors cause the unbalance of the driving force and the
restraining force uhich then trigger the change.
Planning and implementing the organisation change uas not
an easy task. Various problems appeared. Detailed planning uas
not possible. The logical uay to manage the programme uas by
disjointed incrementalision.
After the implementation of the change, its effects uere
studied and analysed. The effect on the performance of the
department and the effect on the various interest groups uere
analysed separately.
Finally the change programme uas evaluated as a uhole and
it uas found to be quite effective in certain aspects and might
be considered to be quite successful.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Eversince 1970s, the business uorld has been facing a lot
of changes, stemmed from computerization, fierce competition,
knowledge explosion and social changes These changes in turn
cause organisations to make various adjustments for
accommodating the external changes. These organisational
adjustments or changes may either be planned or unplanned.
Planned changes are usually resulted from improvement on
technology, new organisation structure, innovatives for
improving staff morale or desirable new working procedure while
unplanned changes may be resulted from sudden changes in
personnel or legal requirements. In this paper, the author
would try to achieve the following objectives through the study
of recent structural changes occurred in the ImportExport
department of a local bank.
(a) To determine the reasonsfactors that render the changes of
the organisation necessary.
(b) To identify problems encountered in designing, implementin
and evaluating planned organisational changes.
(c) To determine the effect of different organisation
structure, centralized vs decentralized, on the quality of
performance
(d) To determine the effect of different organisation structure
on various interest groups affected by the change.
(e) To evaluate the effectiveness of the organisation change.
Background Information
The main office of this bank has been maintaining a very
large share of the bills business in the colony. Eversince the
start of its operation, the ImportExport Department followed a
production line system, ie divided into functional units so as
to get the benefits of economies of scale. The department was
divided into the following nine sections (For the organisation
structure please refer to appendix I):
(1) Administration
(2) Import credit opening
(3) Import bills
(4) Import collection bills
(5) Back to Back bills
(6) Export bills
(7) Export collection bills
(8) PaymentService
(9) Credit Advisinq
Each section carried out a specific function of the entire
process of the bill transaction. As the business expanded, the
size of the department also greu, with a total of 300 staff. As
only impersonalised services uere provided, it uas felt that the
department might risk losing personal contact uith the
customers. The senior management thus decided that a major
structural change should be organised. In July 1985,
eel 1 ul arization of the department uas given approval to go
ahead. The basic idea of ce11u1arization uas to split up the
department into cells each containing a moderate number of staff
that uere able to provide bill service independently. Each cell
uould serve only a specific group of customers belonging to the
same type of business. After the change, the department uas
divided into the follouing divisions (For organisation
structure, refer to appendix II):
(1) Seven divisions serving specific trade
(2) fineral Hivi ;i nn
(a) Credit Advising divisior
(b) ServicesPayment
(C) Administration Services
It could be observed that by this structure, only the
General Division remained centralised. Each functional division
contained about tuenty-five staff and uas headed by an executive
officer, the division manager. Each cell has got all the
expertise required to process bill transactions. Thus they uere
effectively uorkina like branches.
Method of Study
This drastic organisational change offers a very gooc
chance to study the various aspects of organisational changes.
Thev uill be studied as follous I
(a) Factors that render organisational changes necessary
As the bank uas already getting a large share of bills
business in Hong Kong, uhy uas there still the need to
change the structure of the ImportExport Department? Both
the internal factors and the external factors uill be
looked' at. Relevant figures uill be used to support my
argument. The other general factors that may initiate
organisational changes uill also be discussed.
Problems uere encountered during the course of planning
implementing and evaluating the changes. Discussion
uould be made on- these problems. They uere identified b
Problems
observation, personal experience as well as interviews with
the executives and staff concerned Solutions to solve
some of these problems e.g., conflict of interest groups,
resistance to change, etc, will also be discussed
(c) Effect of different organisational structure on the
performance of the department
Methods for measuring performance will be discussed and
determined. Data based on this standard will be gathered
before and after the change so that we would be able to
evaluate the effect of a centralized versus a decentralized
operation on the performance. The possible underlying
reasons will be discussed
(d) Effect of the change on various interest groups thus
nf f J
Uays of identifying interest groups will be discussed and
the interest groups in this case will be identified. Their
comments and response on the old and new structure will be
gathered by questionnaires, interviews and discussions.
These data will be analysed. The result should be able to
give some insight on the effect of changes on various
(e) Evaluation of the effectiveness of the change
Theories of evaluation uill be discussed and utilized as
far as possible Data according to the theory used uill be
gathered so as to determine the effectiveness of change
critically. Recommendations uill be made on the ueak
points so that similar mistakes may be avoided in future.
As a uhole, this project uill be done qualitatively rather
than quantitatively. The human effect on the result of
organisation change uill be looked upon more closely uhile
quantitative analysis uill only serve as a supportive evidence.
CHAPTER II
FACTORS THAT RENDER ORGANISATIONAL CHANGES NECESSARY
Comparing the figures from the Hongkong Monthly Digest of
Statistics and internally generated management information, the
following facts are gathered:
(a) Both the bank group as a whole and the head office bills
department were losing market share with the latter more
rapidly than the former A comparison of the figures for
1983 and 1984- is shown below:
Table I
Share of export bills
Bank total as a%
of Territory total

























































(h) Looking at the overall market situation, it was found that
there uas a steady increase in non-financed trade between
July 1983 and January 1985. In July 1983, non-financed
trade uas 5.9 percent of total physical trade, uhiTe in
January 1985, it uas 27.7 percent. Thus it can be seen
there uas a very dramatic increase of the non-financed
trade, i.e., open account trade and bills for collection.
This increase uould affect the market share of bills
transaction for all the banks as uell as ours.
(c) Despite the fact that our bank uas losing market share, th
efficiency of our service uas unquestionable. Th
following figures gathered could demonstrate this:
Exears
Clean bills could usually be processed on the same day
while for bills under credit, they could be processed
within 24 hours. The efficiency implies that our customer
would obtain their payment almost within 24 hours. For the
customers, the shorter the delay, the better was the
service
( Tmnnrt c
The import bills received by our department could be
processed within 24 hours, with advice provided for the
customers shortly afterwards.
All these figures indicated that the department wa
operationally efficient but then why was the bank losin
business? Reasons for the loss in market share can b
classified as external and internal.
External- Reason
(1) There had been a general move away from Central to t
Kowloon side of ImportExport oriented business. J
reasons for this were probably:
a) High rental costs for offices in Central;
b) The recent opening of bills processing centres in
Kouloon side. It was easier for customers to deal uitha.
local branch than the centralised main office as the
document handling would be faster and easier.
This trend was reflected in the fact that the turnover of
bills business for 1984 of our department had increased by
4 percent when compared to that of 1983. Uhile for the
branches in Kouloon side, they had increased by more than
100 percent. The actual number of customers moving to the
branches had also increased. The number in 1984 doubled
that of 1983.
(2) Competition from Chinese Banks
The recent reorganisation of the PRC based banks gave then
a very strong base to provide better and more efficieni
bill service to customers. The situation uas alsc
aggravated by another rival major British based bank.
Notwithstanding this, our bank still provided th
traditional service without much innovation.
Tn+ppnil RpQnnc;
(1) Historically there had never been a stable contact point
uithin our department to which the customers may direct
enquiries. The department had got seven officer posts.
Each post had an average of 6 changes in occupancy between
January 1983 and April 1985. One post had got up to 9
changes during this period.
This constant turnover of officers had the following
detrimental effects:
a) The officers usually lacked in-depth knowledge of the
operational functions of each section and the department
ac, a uhnl p.
b) Officers were unable to reply to detailed operational
questions and greater reliance was being placed upon
the senior clerical staff to provide answers.
c) Customers usually looked upon the department as a paper
factory where it was impossible to establish a stable
bankerclient relationship. This led to their possible
misconception that the bank was unaware of and not
interested in the business and particular needs of its
clients
The rapid turnover of officers had the effect of assigning
undue amounts of importance and responsibilities to the
senior clerks, since both their officers and subordinates
depended on them for guidance. Although the lower grade
had the operational knowledge to deal with clients directly
by telephone, they did not possess the interpersonal skill
which was most essential.
Customer telephone enquiries were handled inefficiently
a) The staff encountered difficulties in determinin
quickly and efficiently the status and physica
whereabouts of any particular bill that might be th
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b) If a credit or amendment etc had been captured, a
enquiry from the computer would immediately reveal it
status and whereabouts. However, if the bill was at th
checking stage, tracing it was very time consuming.
c) From a recent investigation, it was found that th
Credit Advising section accounted for 23 percent of th
total number of telephone enquiries•and that the sectio
had a team of staff -that solely handled telephon
enquiries.
d) About 98 percent of telephone calls were related t
specific bill enquiries. This indicated that as far as
customer service uas concerned, immediate provision of
operational information should be given top priority.
(3) Staff Morale
The turnover rate of staff in the Bills Department uas very
high, about 20 percent in 1984. This uas particularly true
among the junior staff. As a result, the department had
uasted a lot of resources in training neu staff. On top of
that the performance of. those sections uith high staff
turnover rate uas not that satisfactory. These included
the typing pool and the computer operation section.
The high turnover rate uas possibly due to the monotonous
and routine uork and the lack of promotion prospect in
these sections. Under the factory system, staff uere only
specialized in certain operations of the entire process.
Each of them only carried out a repetitive and monotonous
job. Thus it could be expected that these staff uould not
shou much interest in their uork. As for the senior staff,
they uere uell adapted to the uorking environment. They
uould just perform the daily routines uithout any
innovative suggestions. This kind of performance uas only
acceptable under a stable market situation. In facing a
competitive market, such a conservative attitude uill
surely ueaken the bank's competitive pouer.
The Proposal
The above factors render the re-organisation of the bills
department necessary. The new structure, 'cell system uould
enhance the competitive ability of the bank in the following
»» t r- r
(1) From discussions with several customers who moved auay from
Central, it was found that avoiding high rental cost was
only part of the reason for their removal. The other part
was that they preferred to utilize the service of the
smaller branches as they could obtain a more personalized
service. Besides, it was much easier for them to establish
a more cordial bankerclient relationship. The cell system
can satisfy the needs of these customers. The new system
is effectively breaking down the large department into
several smaller units. Each unit would deal with certain
class of customers.
(2) Under the cell system, officers would stay in the same post
for a longer period of time as there is no need for himher
to get different exposure by shifting between different
posts. Each cell contains the entire bill operation. In
this way, officers would be more familiar with the
technical aspects of the job. All customers
uould become better acquainted uith the officers, hence a
more personalised service and a closer bankerclient
relationship could be developed. Uith the officers having
greater independence from the senior clerical staff, they
are able to deal uith operational question in more detail
and make more informal management decisions. The neu
structure should finally change the executive post into
quasi-accounts officers uith the ability to handle a uide
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(3) The status of a bill can be easily ascertained uithin a
cell because of its smaller size so that the information
flou uill be much improved and under the control of one
executive. In this uay, customer enquiries can be better
handled and there is no need for them to make several calls
before getting the final ansuer.
(4) Staff morale should be improved as, under the neu
structure, each staff uill be assigned more independent
duties. Their uork uill no longer be monotonous.
Furthermore their performance uill be monitored more
closely by the officer. A better career path can be laic
doun for the staff. This makes the staff more loyal to the
bank and reduces the turnover rate. It actually leads tc
better job enrichment.
As pointed out by Hertzberg, dausner, 8 Snyderman (1959)
and Hackman 8 Oldham (1976), to enrich jobs either by
improving job content factor or by improving core job
characteristics may lead to motivational states. These
enriched tasks will eliminate the stressors found in more
routine, structured job which caused the high turnover rate
among the junior staff. Besides, being one of the leading
banks in Hong Kong, the management will try to promote its
image among staff as one that cares about their career
development. The setting up of self-contained cells, uhich
is one form of the autonomous workgroup, can meet the
objections of.the management.
The above factors suggest that the cell system is quite a
reasonable solution to solve the problem. Hence the
eel 1ularization scheme uas given the green light to proceed. Ue
then have to plan for the implementation in the next step.
In general, an appropriate organisational design has only
limited lifetime. Any changes in the company's environment
uhether internal or external, creates associated problems. A1
these factors render changes in the organisation structure o
workflow necessary. The factors may be cultural, economic o
technological. It is essential the management should b
sensitive to the changes in the environmental factors and mak
corresponding changes in the organisation.
CHAPTER III
PROBLEMS
Various problems were encountered during the process of
change. In order to analyse these problems it uas necessary to
divide the entire process into several stages:
(a) Plannina Staae
This stage starts from the initiation, and ends uith the
detailed action plan. It also involves the feasibility
study and the pilot test run.
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This stage involves the actual organisation change ie th
implementation of the action plan and the follouin
nniil i n-5-? i+ i nr
This is the stage that the effectiveness of t h
organisational change is analysed after ful
implementation.
Planning Stage
Once the cause for the decline in market share uas
determined (assumed), the immediate problem uas uho should carry
out the feasibility study- uhether an outsider or staff uithin
the department should be appointed to carry out the study? The
outsider uould be able to study the problem with a more
objective view. Their recommendations, being considered
impartial, uould be more acceptable to different parties
concerned The drauback is that the outsider might reguire more
time in familiarizing himself uith the operations of the
department before any recommendations could be made. If an
insider uas appointed, much less time uas reguired for
familiarization. He uould also knou the specific requirements
of different sections. The only drauback for taking an insider
uas that his recommendations might not be impartial.
In vieu of the short time alloued for the change, it uas
decided that tuo executives from the department uould be
appointed to carry out the study and make recommendations. Ii
uas the policy of the bank that executives uould be posted tc
different departments every tuothree years. It uas hoped thai
staff of the department uould consider the vieu points of th(
executives to be objective.
The second problem during the planning stage uas the
uncertainty of the future As the organisation of the
department uould be entirely different from the existing one,
the statistical data for the present structure could not be
utilised right auay. The main reason uas that all the existing
data uere amalgamated into one figure for the entire department.
It uas not divided into different categories e.g. by industry,
or by nature of business. Thus, in order to get a clearer
picture of the distribution of business among different groups
of customers, much time uas spent on reorganising the given
data.
This gave rise to another problem. Hou should the
customers be divided into different groups? Uhat sort of
categories should be set up? The Corporate Banking Department
of the Bank uas divided according to the nature of business of
the customer. As the bills transactions uere closely related to
the credit operation and that a lot of referrals had to be made
to the- Corporate Banking Department, it uas decided that the
department should be reorganised in such a uay follouing the
skeleton of the Corporate Banking Department. As this problerr
uas solved, ue could nou analyse the data according to the
nature of business in the neuly formed divisions.
Once the distribution of business volume among the
divisions uas determined, the next problem was very obvious, the
allocation of existing resources among the divisions. The
resources to be allocated included manpower, equipment,
furniture, as well as office space. For the manpower resources,
the expertise, seniority, experience and balance of staff
grading had to be considered. How should the allocation itself
be based? Various criteria were considered. They included
transaction count, turnover value, and revenue generating
P 0 U 0 P
In order to provide efficient service to the customers as
a whole, it was decided that the allocation should be based on
transaction count, as this could truly reflect the work volume
involved. The other two criteria are profit-oriented. If the
resources were allocated according to these two criteria, the
bank would tend to only provide efficient service to those
profitable customers while the less profitable customers would
get very poor service. This could give the bank a rather bad
image. Hence the latter two criteria were not accepted.
The final problem that arose during this stage was th
training of staff. The old production line system only traine
the staff to carry out specific functions only. They might knc
their own part very well. However, they would not knc
how to handle any duties that were outside their normal sphere
of work, even if the work involved was very simple Once the
new functional division system was employed, the
responsibilities of the staff would become more complex The
quantity of work for each staff would be roughly the same as
before, but the quality of work could be much more demanding.
From the feasibility study, quite a large proportion of
the staff member required further training before they could
take up the additional duties. If change of the system was to
be. done in a few years' time, the training requirement should
not be a problem, but as the change was to take place within the
next few months, this became a major problem. This problem
annoyed management very much since the training schedule caused
much disruption in the smooth operation of the rest of the
department; also management knew that the short training offered
was not sufficient and would probably lead to difficulties in
the operation of the division after the implementation of the
Solution to this problem was divided into two parts
Firstly, the experienced staff members were divided inti
divisions as evenly as possibl e, .thus each division would havi
several staff that could work independently and ensure thi
proper running of the system. These staff would help by guidin
the less experienced staff. Secondly, before the complet
implementation of the system, a pilot cell should be set up an
less experienced staff would be scheduled to temporarily attac
to the pilot cell. These staff would then try to gain the
necessary working knowledge within a limited time frame.
Implementation Stage
Once the action plan was finalised, the implementation
stage started. It was during this stage that most of the
problems appeared. The organisation of the department could be
divided into three parts, i.e., the management, the executives
anrl+ ko c+ a -P -P mcmkorc.
The change was initiated by the senior management level who
were very certain that the drop in market share could only be
stopped by providing a personalised service. The concept was
generally adopted by the management level of the department.
However, management failed to communicate the concept to the
executives and convince them of the necessity of the change, who
then failed to convince the staff of their division.
The executives, general 1y speaking, were against the change
itself because they found that the action plan was prepared too
hastily and that the new organisation structure was not suitable
for the department in the head office. Because of this
difference in views and the lack of communication, the actior
plan had not received much attention by the executives. As e
result the action; plan had quite a lot of defective points
uhich became evident when one action plan was implemented. The
failure of communication between the decision maker and the
executive hindered proper implementation of the plan.
The action plan involved the setting up of a pilot
division. According to the original plan, the testing division
would run for about three months after which management would
decide whether to go ahead with full implementation of the
plan. However, despite that no formal evaluation was actually
carried out on the performance of the testing division after the
three months, it was decided that full scale change was to gc
ahead. This was probably due to the pressure from the senior
management and also the short time allowed.
The absence of an evaluation has had serious effects on the
implementation of the change itself. Should there be formal
evaluation of the testing division, the action plan could have
been adjusted to a slower pace. Besides, problems or potentia1
problems encountered by the testing cell could have been avoide
by the other divisions when the change was fully implemented
The experience, if any, gained by the testing cell was wasted
Only informal discussions were held with those executives whi
ran the testing cell. It seemed that management was not usin1
the testing cell as an indicator for the feasibi1ity of thi
plan. Setting up the testing cell is a formal procedure
Provided no serious problem was encountered in the testin
cell, the Plan would qo ahead.
As the matter stands, whether the plan could succeed was very
much depending on the attitude of the senior management. If
they could support the concept of the change itself and not
dominate the ways of implementing and planning the change, the
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The divisions were set up according to the analysis done
during the feasibility study. Each division got its our
staffing level and equipment supplied according to the forecast
based on the historical data which were imperfectly gathered.
After implementation, it was found that the forecast was noi
that accurate and that the productivity of the staff was not uf
to the standard we expected because of their lack of training as
mentioned before.
All these resulted in inefficient operation of the new
divisions. Overtime' shot up enormously while productivity
dropped very much. The situation was aggravated by the fact
that it was the peak period of business cycle of the
importexport business. The economy of Hong Kong had also
improved a lot. As a result the work volume increased more than
predicted by a large extent. In order to avoid further
deterioration, the senior management intervened by adding in
twenty more staff to the department. Uith the aid of additional
nai l c+a-P-P+ k i c nr nk 1 am i i n c c n 1 va1
Another problem that appeared after implementation uas the
conflicts between divisions. Conflicts arising from usage of
limited resources e.g., equipment, manpower, furniture and even
office space were common. Under the new system, each division
was a cost centre and each had to account for its profit and
loss. For changes that affected ones interest, the division
manager would try to protect himself. Whenever there was a new
supply of resource, the division would try to get a share of it
even if the division did not require that resource. However
when there was extra work to be done, the usual response was to
avoid the duties or asked for extra manpower to perform the
duties. Competition among the divisions was very common.
Politics among the division managers began to appear and
each division manager was trying to promote the image of hisher
division as a model: In the past, such games of politics were
very rare as all sections were interrelated with the performance
of one section depended on one another. Hence co-operation
between sections was very important for maintaining good
performance. In the present situation the tension between the
divisions would only be reduced by trying logical discussions
anrl naarki nn r-nmrrnm-i c o.
Another phenomenon is that resistance by the staff to the
change was observed during the early part of the imp 1ementatior
stage. There were essentially three different theories for the
cause of resistance to change (Hage 1980), namely the vested
interest theory, the capacity for change theory and the
cost-benefit theory.
The vested interest theory states that changes uill usually
disturb the distribution of pouer, status and privileges and
those uith the most to lose uill be most- opposed to the
introduction of neu ideas. The capacity for change theory
basically states that variety breeds a taste or a tolerance for
more variety. In other uords, it means that if people are
working in an environment that changes a lot, then they are more
adaptive to changes.
As for the cost benefit theory, it postulates rational men
compute what the balance of gains and losses is relative to both
their values and interest. If one finds out that the planned
change is beneficial to oneself, then one uill co-operate uith
the changes, or else one uill resist the changes.
In the bills department, these theories uere put intc
action. The staff members could be divided into tuo groups, the
junior staff and the senior staff. The resistance came mainly
from the senior staff. The department had been using the
production line system ever since its setting up.
host of the senior staff had been with the department for more
than tuenty years; as such they uere well adapted to the old
system. The capacity for change theory explained best the cause
for their resistance as changes in the system would disrupt
their usual uay of working. Besides, they did not know the
consequence of the changes. Uould the changes affect their
statuspouer in the department? Uould the change affect their
career development? In conclusion, one could say changes could
lead to unknown and unpredictable consequences in the future.
This led to the resistance from the senior staff. Once the
changes were fully implemented, their resistance reduced as time
went by since they would then be able to know the implication of
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As for the junior staff, they were rather co-operative and
actually welcomed the changes. Under the old system, their work
was rather monotonous while after re-organisation their
responsibilities would be much greater and they would get a much
wider exposure. The cost-benefit theory explains the situatior
very wel1
From discussions held with the senior staff after the
implementation of the change, most of the senior staff felt very
disappointed about the fact that the management did not disclose
the entire schedule of planned changes to them and seek their
comment. This led to their anxiety over what might happen anc
hou their future career might be affected. Should the
management disclose the schedule beforehand, they uould be more
co-operative and be able to provide constructive comments. For
successful planned changes, staff participation is very
important as they are the people that uill be affected most and
also their performance uill directly affect the performance of
the department as a uhole.
As such, to avoid the resistance from the staff affected,
the best solution uould be to get their involvement through
discussions and meetings. Through participation, the staff
uould knou the reason for the change and its implementation
schedule. If they accepted the proposals, they uould be
co-operative rather than resistant, otheruise they uould suggest
alternatives. The management could then make adjustments to the
original plan. Hopefully, through this cycle of negotiation and
bargaining, compromises could be reached. In conclusion, the
strategy to avoid resistance should be encouraging as-much
participation from the staff as possible.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that problems
uill appear during various stages of the programme. Differenl
uays to solve these problems may be taken by the management
Though some problems may be solved by standard methods others
can only be solved by on the spot decision, sacrificing some foi
the others or even by trial and error method. Througl
on-the-job experiences, some of the problems can be avoided an
this is one of the aims of this case study.
CHAPTER III
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT STRUCTURES ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE DEPARTMENT
The original objective of re-structuring the department uas
to stop the decrease in market share for the department This
in turn depended on the quality of services offered. The prime
factor that affected the quality of services uould be the
pricing level. Houever this uas not controlled by the bills
department. It uas controlled by the Credit Department as uell
as Foreign Exchange Department. The only factor that could be.
controlled by the department uas the service itself, including
its efficiency and effectiveness. In this section the
efficiency and effectiveness of the service provided uould be
looked into and the effects of re-structuring on the efficiency
and effectiveness of the services provided be studied.
Met hod
There are several uays to determine the effectiveness and
efficiency of services provided:
(1 fnctc
From the banks point of view, the effectiveness of the
products uill be determined by their costs The costs
could be obtained from the Management Information System
(MIS), which included all the relevant costs that were
related to the product. The final cost was arrived at by
pre-determined, pro-rata ratio. As the Management
Information System of the bank was well established, we
could easily obtain the figure before the change and the
figure after the change. This analysis would be very
useful from the banks point of view but not that of the
customers since products with the lowest cost might not be
the best offered to the customer.
(2) Transaction Count Per Staff
The efficiency of the service provided can be determined b
looking at the processing time for the product o
alternatively the transaction count performed by th
staff. The figure obtained is very objective an
accurate. Analysis of the figure can give us a rough ide
of the trend of the efficiency.
(3) Market Share
Another indirect 'method to determine the quality of oi
services is to analyse the market share for the bank
However, the figure is not that appropriate for a short
term evaluation since market share can also be affected by
many other factors e.g., politics, economic situation etc.
In the long term, market share is a good indication for the
quality of services provided. Hence in this case, this
method is not employed.
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This is also a very good indicator for determining the
quality of services. However the result may be very
subjective and that it cannot be analysed quantitatively.
Thus this method will not be used in this study. In
another section, the direct response from the customers may
be a better indicator and this will be discussed in detail.
(5) Profit and Loss
One of the best way to measure peformance is by takin
account of the profit and loss. However for the presen-
case due to the short time period, the figure is no
available. In conclusion, the effects of restructuring 01
the efficiency and effectiveness of the service would b
analysed by the costs and count per staff.
Cost s
Costs for various importexport products are gathered fror
internal management information system To investigate the
effect of change, quarterly figures before and after the
change are gathered (Appendix III refers). The percentage
changes uhen compared to the regional average are shoun in
figure 4.1.
Transaction count per IE staff
Similarly, the transaction counts for various IE products
per staff are also extracted from the management information
system (Appendix IV refers). The percentage changes for various
products against the regional averages before and after the
change program are shoun in figure 4.2.
Analys i s
From the graphs,- the following phenomena are observed:
(1) The statistical results of the import and export
departments were different from each other.
(2) The implementation of the change uas in the 2nd quarter of
1986 and figures for both the import and export department
showed different trends both before and after the change
Percentage
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Figures for the import department seemed to indicate its
performance is deteriorating. After the change, the costs
of the import products increased and uere higher than the
regional average. The transaction count for each staff
decreased and uas 1 ouer than the regional average. As such
it seemed that both the efficiency and effectiveness of the
port department had deteriorated.
(3) As for the export figures, generally speaking they uere
improved after the change uas implemented. Uhen compared
to the import figures, it seemed that the reverse uas true
ie both the efficiency and the effectiveness improved on
the export side.
After discussions uith the executives, the phenomena could
be explained as follous:
(1) The change has different effects on each department because
of their difference in operation. The Import department
follous a production line system uhile the Export
department places much emphasis on individual performance.
(2) The entire Import Department uas operating in a factory
system before restructuring. Documents received uould pass
along the uhole production line and each staff only uorked
on part of the line.
(3) The Export Department was also working like a factory
before re-structuring; however the most time consuming job
i.e., the checking of documents against credit terms was a
rather independent activity. Each checker was just working
on herhis own. Hence the Export Department could be
regarded as a semi-factory system only.
(4) Reorganisation broke down the production line system of the
Import Department. Under production line system each staff
was specialized in a specific job of the entire process.
It was quite true that the staff could work much faster
hence the cost of transaction would be lower and the
efficiency of the staff was higher. This was the so called
economy of scale effect. After the change, there would be
no such kind of specialization and hence it might lead to
increase in costs and decrease in transaction count. The
staff might work much slower.
(5) Since only part of the Export Department was truly working
like a factory and individual performance was ver
important, restructure should have only slight effects but
would still be detrimental to the efficiency and
effectivness of the department. However,
from the actual figure, this assumption was wrong. This may be
due to the changes in the working environment after
restructur i ng. Before the change, the checkers were working
like a pool. Their sense of belonging to the department was not
that strong hence resulting in a low morale among the checkers.
After restructur i ng, the checkers became members of the smaller
team. Their presence was noted and their contribution was
appreciated by their immediate supervisor. This raised their
morale and hence their efficiency and effectiveness (Hawthorne
effects). As a result of this the detrimental effect of the
re-organisation was eliminated and the net effect was a slight
improvement before that of the chanae.
(6) It was also true that the checkers of the export department
would specialize in dealing certain group of customers
after restructur i ng. They could check the documents much
faster and could maintain closer contact with the
customers. These all contributed to the increased
productivity.
(7) In the long run, the performance of the head office should
fall in line with the regional average since after
re-organisation the head office was working like several
smaller branches similar to other regional offices.
(8) After re-organisation, each division was a cost centre and
its performance was judged by its revenue. As a result,
the divisions were working under pressure of competition.
This pressure also gives the staff some incentive to work
harder and hence the better result which would then
neutralise the detrimental effect of re-organisation
From the bank's point of view, decentralization did have
detrimental effects on the performance of the department as
supported by the aforementioned study. However in the long run,
the bad effects would be neutralized to a larger extent by the
improved working environment and the raised staff morale.
Further elaborations on this subject would be provided in the
next chapter.
CHAPTER V
EFFECT OF THE CHANGE ON VARIOUS INTEREST GROUPS
The previous section tries to analyse the effect of the
change on the bank itself. In this section the participants
point of vieu uould be studied. The evaluation will be based
on the various comments from the affected interest groups
supported by the relative statistics. Before proceeding to the
comments, it is necessary to define interest group.
Interest group is defined as a group of people locatd in a
given structure, the social structure of the uork organisation
capable of articulating similar ideas, attitudes and beliefs and
uho have similar interests in respect of particular issues;
capable of acting together in a more or less concerted or
organised manner uith agreed or accepted goals (Dahrendorf,
1959).
According to this definition, ue can identify the follouin
interest groups that will be affected by the reorganiation:





In order to obtain their vieu points on the
re-organisation, the follouing surveys were conducted:
(1) Questionnaires were sent to the affected staff.
(2) Discussions uere conducted uith the executives.
(3) Interviews uere held uith the customers.
The results were as follows:
(1) Staff
About 160 staff are affected by the change. Questionnaires
are distributed to them (sample refer to appendix V).
Seventy questionnaires are returned. The result is
tabulated as follows:
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The reply constitutes only about 44 percent of the total
staff members As such the result can only be considered
as a rough indication and not a conclusion.
PlanningImplementation of Change
From the questionnaires, it seems that both the senior and
junior staff uere not involved very much in the planning of
the change. They have no idea of the reasons for the
change as well as its schedule. As such, no wonder they
consider not having much involvement as expected by the
management. This is one of the weaknesses of this planned
re-organisat ion.
The staff involvement is actually very important. Based on
their front 1ine.experience, they may be able to provide the
management with valuable suggestions
uith regard to staff training, staff allocation and the
scheduling of the re-organisation. Their general comments
seems to be that the change itself uas not smooth and the
possible reason for this is lack of staff involvement and
lack of proper training arrangement. One point to note is
that both the junior and senior staff seem to have the same
opinion.
Effect of the Change
The information gathered in this part of the questionnaire
can be divided into three parts, namely the effect on the
uork itself, the interpersonal relationship and the job
satisfaction. From the replies it seems that the junior
and senior staff have different opinions.
On the uork itself the junior staff generally agreed that
they uere exposed to a greater variety of uork and their
interest in the uork- had increased although the uork
pressure uas enhanced. Houever, for the senior staff, the
response uas slightly different and almost half of them did
not find much improvement in the uork exposure and interest
in the uork after the change. Their responses could be
reasoned as follous: For the junior staff, they uere
uorking as part of a production line under the old systerr
uhile under the neu system, they uere uorkinc
independently. Their exposure uas surely increased and
along uith more neu and varied responsibilities. For the
senior staff, their job nature uas not changed much. They
uere playing a supervisory role under both systems. Under
the neu system they supervised different grades of staff
handling a variety of jobs. As such their uork pressure
uas heavier than before but the job nature remained much
the same to them.
As for the interpersonal relationship, both the junior and
senior staff found the situation improved after the
change. Before the re-organisation, most of the staff uere
uorking as part of a production line. There uas not much
interpersonal and intersectional interaction. Most of the
staff uould develop cordial relationship uith those of the
same grade and those uorking in the same section.
As for the others, only uorking relationship existed.
After re-organisation, interpersonal dealings uere required
a lot more than before, as most of the staff uere
performing inter-related duties. Thus, the team spirit
uithin the same division became higher. This explains uhy
they responded an improvement on their relationship uith
colleagues
As for the relationship uith the supervisor, it uas also
improved. Under the old system, the supervisor would only
liaise uith the section head and very seldom would heshe
contact the frontline staff direct. After re-organisation,
this situation no longer prevailed as each staff uas now
carrying out an independent job and the' supervisor had to
liaise direct uith staff if heshe would like to check
their progress of work. Thus the performance of even the
junior staff could be closely monitored by the supervisor.
As such, the performance of the capable staff could easily
be recognised by the management. This gave the staff th
incentives to perform even better. Besides, as most of th
staff were responsible for a specific job under the nei
system, if they could perform well, it would surely bi
recognised by the officer and also it could give the staf
a sense of accomplishment. All these led to improvement i
job satisfaction among the junior staff. For the senio
staff, as their responsibilities were not changed much an
their frequency of contact uith the supervisor remained th
same after the re-organisation, their feeling towards jo
satisfaction stayed almost the same.
From the result of the questionnaires, it seems that the
staff, both junior and senior, are in favour of the change,
though to a different degree However they are not quite
satisfied with the uay of management planningimplementing
the change. This gives a very good indication to the
management when planning for changes in future.
Pnct nmorc
Interviews were arranged uith customers selected from each
division. From these interviews, the following comments were
gathered i
(a) Most customers welcomed the change though some would not
comment pending further observations.
(b) The re-organisation allowed a fixed point of contact and it
was much easier to locate the bills. After
re-organisation, the customers generally could locate the
bills or get a reply to their inquiries by a simple
telephone call. Uhile previously, they usually had to make
two or more calls before getting the answer.
(c) It was now possible to develop a better relationship witl
the staff and management of the bank, as the customers knei
which division the officers belonged to as well as uhic
staff they should approach on specific queries.
(d) The bank could provide better service with regard to the
quality as the staff knou the specific requirements of
individual customers. Thus a more personal service was
provided.
(e) Right after the change, the average processing time for
each application took one extra working day longer than
before. Nevertheless, the situation gradually improved
because the staff became familiarized themselves uith the
neu duties. Thus re-organization had not adversely affected
productivity in the long run.
.(f) The customers were not interested in whether the change
would have good effect on the bank or its staff. They
would only welcome any change that can improve the service
provided by the bank. The present change was acceptable to
them provided th.e speed of processing would not deteriorate
in the future.
(g) From these comments, it is observed that most of the
customers are very practical. They will only accept
changes that are beneficial to them. The present change is
quite successful in that the goal of the change, developing
personal relationship between the bank staff and the
clients, is somehow achieved. However w.hether this will
lead to increase in the market share, the present review
period is too short for a conclusion. This long term
effect can only be reviewed in a few years' time.
(3) ExecutivesManagement
As for the comments of the executivesmanagement, they were
gathered through private discussions and management meetings.
Their comments can be summarised as follows:.
(a) During the planning stage, there were too little
involvement from the executives as well as the staff. This
led r to the chaotic situation during the initial stage as
the scheduled resources of equipment and manpower could not
match with the transaction volume of some divisions. As a
result, overtime work rose sharply, and the morale of staff
dropped corresponding!y with their efficiency and
effectiveness in work during the earlier part of
re-organisation.
(b) The change was implemented too hastily without much
detailed planning. 'Staff training requirement was one of
the factors that could have been well prepared before the
implementation. The resulted decreased efficiencies and
frequent clerical mistakes had put the bank in a risky
position. The learning points from the experience gained by
the pilot division were also missed. This rendered the
pilot scheme a total waste of time.
(c) Because the manpower and equipment provided were
insufficient, both the staff and the officers were working
under strain and their performance was adversely
affected. According to the plan of re-organisation,
existing staff would be re-allocated to the division
according to their predicted volume of work. However one
important factor was missed. Under the old system, the
department was enjoying the benefits resulted from economy
of scale. Uhen the new system was.. implemented, this
benefit was lost. Thus, even managing the present volume
of workload with the present staffing level would require
overtime work. The worst thing was that the volume of
workload did not stay constant; instead, it escalated at a
high speed. This immensed the pressure already suffered by
the staff.
(d) The role of senior staff was very important in the smooth
running of the division. However, due to lack of training
or lack of previous work experience, most of them were
specialized in certain aspects of work only. As such,
their assistance to the divisional manager was much less
than expected. It was hoped that their knowledge would be
improved as time goes by when they got themselves
familiarized to the duties.
(e) Most of the executives trusted that the change would lead
.to better quality of service as the staff would be trained
to become more knowledgeable and versatile workers than
monotonous workers.
(f) The distribution of workload among the six divisions was
not even. Some divisions had more manpower and less work
but for the others, the situation might reverse.
(g) As expected, the executives were now able to develop more
cordial relationship with the customers and have more
personalized service provided.
(4) Conclusion
From the various comments, different interest groups have
different focal points. The staff were concerned about the work
itself and their prospects. The customers care about the quality
of the service provided and the executives care most about the
style of the planning itself and they would like to be part of
the management team. Thus when planning for a re-organisation,
the concern of all the interest groups must be examined. If the
support of any of the interest groups are not obtained, the
change may not be as successful as it could be.
From the above comments, the executives are more concerned
about the planning stage.- They prefer a more participative and
detailed planning process so that the chaotic situation at the
beginning of the implementation stage can be avoided. In
general, they are rather supportive to the re-organisation
though uith much reservation on the implementation procedure.
The executives uere in favour of the concept of
divisionalization since they could get a much wider exposure,
i.e., they would be exposed to both import and export business
simultaneously. Before the change, each officer would only be
responsible for a small part of the department.
From the experience gained through the study, it was noted
that the degree of commitment to decisions made by the
organisation was positively related to the extent of
participation by the parties involved. Since the senior
management was fully aware of the rationale for the change, they
were fully supportive of the programme. As for the executives
and the staff member, they did not support the programme at the
beginning because they were not being consulted in the process
of decision-making. It was only at the stage when they became
fully aware of the reasons behind would they gave support to the
programme. This again reflects the importance of staff
participation in managing organisational changes.
CHAPTER VI
EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CHANGE
Now we come to the last part of the study and that is how
in dAtermiriP the effertivene«;c: nf the rhnae.
As suggested by K Legge, the effectiveness of
organisational change can be measured in terms of goal
achievement or participant satisfaction Houever each method
has got its oun practical and conceptional problem uhen
implemented. I would try to apply this case into each method
and see whether any conclusion can be drawn.
Goal Achievement
As from the very beginning, it was stated that the original
goal of the re-organisation was to stop the decrease in market
share. It was assumed that the loss in market share was related
to impersonal service, that we were offering and hence
divisionalization was proposed so as to provide personalised
service. The basic concept was to develop cordial bankerclient
relationship so that our service could be tailoi—made to the
needs of the customers. This method may be taken as an
evaluation base to examine the market share situation. However,
due to the short time lapse, it is not that practicable to look
at this figure. Besides, it is only an assumption that the drop
in market share is related to the quality of service; it may be
related to other factors, e.g., pricing, competition or economic
sit uation
The evaluation can also be based on the secondary goal,
i.e., to offer personalized service. But the goal itself is
very vague. Uhat is the definition of personalized banking?
Uho is to judge when a personalized service has been provided?
Is it to be judged solely by the customers? If so, hou can ue
know that whether every customer is getting the personalized
serivce? As these questions have no definite answers, it seems
that this method may not be an. appropriate one to determine the
effectiveness of the change.
It is noted from the interviews held uith customers and th
general comments from the executives that the re-organisatior
does allow the bank to provide a better service, in the sens
that more personal contact between staff and. customers is mad
available. This indicates that the re-organisation has achieve
the secondary goal to a certain extent.
Another aim of the change uas to provide job enrichment for
the staff so as to raise their morale through the setting up of
autonomous uork group or in this case, the independent cell
system. From the returns of the questionnaires as discussed
before, this aim is uell achieved, particularly for those
junior staff Through ce11u1arisation of the department, the
jobs are made more complex and more demanding, but the staff
found them more interesting and challenging. Because of the
numerous favourable comments from the staff on the concept of
re-structuring, the management decided to promote similar
concept in other departments.?
Participant Satisfaction
This method assumes that since all planned changes are
designed for participants' benefit. Thus if the participants are
satisfied, the change is probably effective. In our case first
of all ue have to identify the participants involved. They are
the management, the executives, the staff and the customers.
Each participant uould be studied separately.
The management uould judge the performance of the
department by the cost of its products and the percentage of the
market share. From previous figures it may be concluded that
the costs of the products are actually increased after the
re-organisation due to the loss of economy of scale. This is
actually well expected by the management upon approval of the
re-organisation. The management actually sacrificed the costs
for the market share. If personalized service is the solution
to loss in market share, the management is expecting the
increase in market share to compensate for the increase in
costs. However this is an assumption which can only be
verified at a later stage by carrying out market surveys.
The executives are concentrating on achievement and
participation of management. From their comments, the programme
was not done to their entire satisfaction particularly during
the planning stage as there was not much participation from the
executives. However after the implementation, the executives
were quite satisfied with the arrangement as they would be able
to get a much wider exposure than before. The change also
offered them a greater chance to manage people. Thus for the
executives, the change is quite effective. The junior staff
uas facing a lot of new challenges after the change. From the
questionnaires, though the junior staff uere faced with greater
uork pressure, they got a greater job satisfaction. Uhile for
the senior staff, the change did not affect the way of working
much. They were neither satisfied nor disappointed by the
programme. For the staff, generally speaking, the change was
effective. Finally for the customer, they found the change
acceptable to them as they got better and more personalised
service.
From the above discussion, the four participants were more
or less satisfied with the programme. It is not certain to what
extent are they satisfied. Consequently, it can only be said
that the programme is quite effective up to now although the
degree of its effectiveness cannot be told. There are two
weaknesses of the programme. Firstly, the programme has not got
a detailed planning which lead to some confusion at the
beginning. However according to some writers (Lippitt,
Longseth, Mossop 1985), detailed planning is not feasible.
Changes should only be managed by disjointed incremental way of
management. It means to solve the problem according to their
order of priority. This is actually quite true in the present
case since problem always appear during the implementation and
the only thing that can be done is to
muddle through these problems one by one. The other weakness is
participation. The planning of the change was done mainly by
the management. Very little participation by the staff and
executives were invited. As such the management is not able to
get some valued suggestions from the executives and the
experienced staff. Should they get the support from the staff,
the implementation could have been very smooth.
In conclusion, the most applicable method for the present
case would be the participants' satisfaction method although it
is still not the perfect one. This still gives an indication
that the programme is effective.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
Due to various internal and external factors, changes in
today's business world are unavoidable. To manage changes
becomes the most essential technique required by the executives.
Before learning how to manage changes, a better understanding on
factors leading to changes and evaluation of changes is
nrcpqqarv.
Through this case study, it can be observed that enormous
•changes in organisation structure may be resulted from minor
external changes, e.g., slight drop in market share. If no
corresponding changes are planned for, the consequence may be
very serious. The bank may lose a lot of its business. Thus the
management must be -very sensitive to various indicators facinc
its business.
As pointed out by Leuin (1951) in his Force Field Analysis
Model, behaviour uithin an institutional setting is a dynamic
balance of forces working in opposite direction uithin the
social-psycho 1ogical space of the organisation. Change occurs
when the factors encouraging and facilitating change (driving
forces) and the factors against change (restraining forces) fail
to balance each other. These forces may originate inside the
organisation, or in the environment or in the behaviour of the
change facilitators.
The existing state of affairs in an organisation as an
equilibrium that is being maintained by a variety of factors
that keeps things the uay they are. The change facilitators
uill assess the change potential and resistance and try to
change the balance of forces so that there uill be movement
touard an improved state of affairs. Change takes place uhen an
imbalance occurs betueen the sum of straining forces and the sum
of driving forces. In the present case, the facilitator is the
management. The driving forces are the competition, the loss in
market share and the decrease in staff morale. The restraining
forces are the reluctance to change by the senior staff, the
uell established set up of the department.
Normally there should be three stages for the
implementation of the change programme, i. e., unfreeze the
initial set of forces, initiate the change then refreeze at the
neu level. In the present case, the unfrozen phase is not
implemented that uell as indicated by the survey and intervieu
results. The management fails to transmit the importance of the
driving forces to the staff, i.e. the competition, the loss ir
market share and the decrease in staff morale. Hence, durinc
the early stage of the change, a lot of resistances anc
difficulties would be experienced. However, since the
management is quite persistent on the programme itself, the
change was carried out eventually. The refreezing part is done
quite effectively as indicated by the various comments from the
staff and the executives. They are quite satisfied at the new
level of state and the department can work quite smoothly under
thfi ngu organisat ion structurG
Besides, once changes are deemed to be necessary by the
management, the next stage will be the planning and
implementation of the changes. These two phases are not easy to
handle. Detailed planning and staff participation are essential
during the planning stage or serious problems may occur when the
change programme is being implemented as evidenced by this
case. As various unexpected things may happen, detailed
planning does not guarantee that the implementation phase will
be trouble-free.
In real life as experienced personally in the case, it is
quite true that only muddling through will be the proper way to
handle these unexpected events. Management has to make
decisions based on the priority or urgency of these events.
They may have to sacrifice something in order to achieve the
more urgent or important goals for the organisation. Generally
speaking, organisational changes are usually beneficial to both
the staff and the organisation itself. As such,
co-operation from the staff is usually expected; however, due to
lack of lateral or vertical communication, misunderstanding
between the management and the staff does appear frequently.
Should there be ample staff participation, this can be avoided.
In the case being studied, this is the major weakness occurred
in the re-organisation programme.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the re-organisation
programme is the final stage but actually the most important
part. There are different ways of evaluation though none of
them are perfect. Houever, these results can give us a very
good indication on the effectiveness of change as evidenced by
the case study if a proper evaluation method is chosen.
It is through the evaluations that the management would
know whether the change is in the right direction. Uith
constant evaluations and subsequent adjustments, the
organisation is able- to adapt itself in the ever-changing world.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE TO STAFF
General Information
Job Grade
Year of service with bank
G7 or above




Yes No A little
Involvement of the
re-organisat ion
Knowledge of the schedule
of the change
Knowledge of the goal of
the change
The change was smooth
Staff training was
wel1 prepared
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